NH Arc Users Group Summer 2009 Meeting

Date & Time: June 5, 2009 - 9:00 am to 2:00 pm
Location: Meredith Community Center, One Circle Drive, Meredith, NH
Registration: An email to Shane (sbradt@ceunh.unh.edu) would be appreciated

AGENDA:

9:00-9:15  Shane Bradt, UNH Cooperative Extension
          Welcome

9:15-10:15  Michelle Therrien, Town of Meredith, NH
          Sampler of GIS Projects in the Town of Meredith
          This presentation will highlight past, present and on-going Meredith municipal
          projects in which GIS has played a role.

          Projects to be covered include:
          -Preliminary build-out analysis for Page Pond conservation land purchase
          -Septic risk analysis for Planning Department for future health ordinance to
            protect Meredith’s drinking water supply
          -Invasive plant species inventory with the Conservation Commission

10:15-10:30  Morning break – refreshments provided

10:30-11:45  Jackie Curtis, ESRI Danvers
              What’s new in 9.3.1
              This presentation will detail the new developer API’s for ArcGIS Server and
              demonstrate the higher performance dynamic map publishing available at 9.3.1.
              We will also show the group better ways of sharing geographic information via
              online and through the new “layer packages”. Lastly, we will show folks how
              they can quickly start GIS projects with ready to use content from Microsoft
              Virtual Earth.

11:45-12:30  Brett Horr, Town of York, ME
              Roundtable discussion on the GISP certification
              The GIS Professional certification is a topic of discussion in many GIS circles.
              Have you ever wondered what a GISP is? Are you curious about what it takes to
              become one? Do you have an opinion about the concept, current reality or
              future implementation of Certified GIS Professional? We look forward to an
              open and constructive discussion by the group on this important topic.

12:30-2:00  Discussion over lunch – refreshments provided